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The influence of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) on stripe domains in perpendicularly magnetized
thin ferromagnetic films is theoretically and experimentally investigated. We develop a domain spacing model
describing the dependence of the stripe domain width on the magnetic properties of the sample. By including
the magnetostatic energy of the domain walls the model correctly describes the transition from Bloch to Néel
walls with increasing DMI constant. An approach to determine the magnitude of the DMI constant by fitting
the stripe domain width as a function of the effective perpendicular anisotropy of wedge-shaped samples is
developed and applied to several ultrathin multilayer samples based on Ni/Fe/Cu(001). The magnitude of the
DMI constant arising from Fe/Ni and Ni/Fe interfaces is 0.3 ± 0.14 meV/atom, indicating that the domain walls
are in a pure chiral Néel state. Furthermore, phase diagrams of the skyrmionic bubble domain phase are recorded
for two samples with different DMI constants, and by scaling the magnetic field a universal phase diagram for
perpendicularly magnetized systems is obtained.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.96.144408
I. INTRODUCTION
Chiral magnetic spin textures are promising candidates
for future applications in data storage and spintronics due
to their topologically nontrivial spin structure, which can be
unwound only by overcoming a large energy barrier [1–4].
Homochirality in ferromagnetic systems can be caused by
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [5–7]. On the
atomic level DMI can be created, on the one hand, as a higher-
order term in the direct exchange interaction with the spin-orbit
coupling as a perturbation [6] (e.g., in metallic B20 compounds
such as MnSi); on the other hand, it can be created by an
exchange interaction between two atoms of a ferromagnet
mediated by a third nonmagnetic impurity or nonmagnetic
overlayer consisting of atoms with large spin-orbit coupling
[7] (e.g., heavy metal/ferromagnet interfaces such as Pt/Co).
Due to its antisymmetric character DMI requires a broken
inversion symmetry (BIS).
DMI was first investigated in noncentrosymmetric bulk
crystals with complicated crystal structures, for example, the
B20 structure found in some metal silicides [8–12]. However,
inversion symmetry can also be broken by interfaces in thin
ferromagnetic films and heterostructures. DMI, for example,
leads to chiral magnetic textures in monolayers of Mn on
W(001) [13,14] and Fe/Ir(111) [15]. More recently it was
shown that DMI also exists in perpendicularly magnetized fer-
romagnetic heterostructures, such as Pt/Co-based multilayers
[4,16–18] and Fe/Ni/Cu(001) [19,20]. The effect of the DMI
on nucleation and motion of chiral domain walls was studied
theoretically [21] and experimentally by several works on
different types of perpendicularly magnetized heterostructures
[16–18,22,23]. Furthermore, the existence of a phase of
homochiral “skyrmionic” bubble domains in a certain out-
of-plane magnetic field range attracted considerable interest
[4,20,24,25]. Several experiments on motion and manipulation
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of skyrmions or skyrmion bubbles were conducted; for exam-
ple, current-driven motion of skyrmionic bubble domains was
demonstrated in Pt/Co/Ta [4] and Ta/CoFeB/TaOx [26,27],
and skyrmion motion was investigated in MnSi [2].
Furthermore, the investigation of DMI was also extended
to the stripe domain phase at zero field in these systems
[24,25,28]. However, most domain models, except for [28],
treat only the case of strong DMI for Co/Pt-based multilayer
stacks, which forces the domain walls into the pure Néel
wall state, and neglect the in-plane magnetostatic energy of
the Néel walls [4,25]. For Ni/Fe/Cu(001), the system studied
within this work, the DMI is expected to be much weaker,
so that a refined model is needed, which covers the transition
from Bloch to Néel walls via a canted wall state due to the
competition between DMI energy and in-plane magnetostatic
domain wall energy. Here we present a domain spacing model
for stripe domain patterns in two-dimensional (2D) ultrathin
films, which in contrast to previous approaches also includes
the in-plane magnetostatic energy of the domain walls and
therefore correctly describes the transition from Bloch to Néel
walls in the case of weak DMI. The model considerably
extends the work of Kashuba and Pokrovsky [29] as well
as similar studies of Won et al. [30–32]. Experimental data
obtained by threshold photoemission magnetic circular dichro-
ism photoemission electron microscopy (TP-MCD-PEEM) on
Ni/Fe bi- and trilayer samples grown epitaxially on Cu(001)
are successfully recovered by the model.
The thermodynamic ground state of a perpendicularly
magnetized ferromagnetic film is a lattice of parallel stripe
domains, as shown by Yafet and Gyorgy [33]. The mag-
netization profile of a stripe domain pattern is governed by
the competition of domain wall energy comprising exchange,
effective anisotropy, and DMI energy and the dipole energy
of the stripe lattice favoring a multidomain state due to partial
cancellation of the demagnetizing fields of adjacent stripe do-
mains. The effective magnetocrystalline anisotropy is defined
as the difference of the uniaxial out-of-plane (OOP) crystalline
anisotropy K2 and the OOP part of the demagnetizing energy
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such that K2,eff = K2 − 1/2μ0M2S. In the presence of DMI the
domain wall energy is lowered [4,19,21,34]. For interfacial
DMI in the continuum limit the DMI energy per area is given
by EDMI = D[mz div m − (m ·∇)mz], with m being the unit
magnetization vector and mz being its z component [21,34].
Here we introduce the 2D DMI constantD = Dt = 2Dat
a
, with
D being the DMI constant per volume, t being the sample
thickness, and Dat being the DMI per atomic bond for a
fcc lattice with lattice constant a. The ground state of the
stripe domain pattern in a thin ferromagnetic film is found
by minimizing its total energy per area comprising exchange,
anisotropy, DMI, and dipole energy [29–32,35].
Stripe domains in perpendicularly magnetized systems
were intensively investigated in the last few decades. Kashuba
and Pokrovsky derived a domain spacing model in the 2D limit
excluding DMI which predicts an exponential dependence
of the stripe domain width on the exchange constant, the
effective perpendicular anisotropy K2,eff , and the square of
the saturation magnetic moment per area MS [29,35]. Won
et al. pointed out that depending on the effective perpendicular
anisotropy, the stripe domain phase in ultrathin perpendicu-
larly magnetized films has to be divided into two regimes: the
normal stripe phase for sufficiently large effective anisotropy
and the spin helix/cycloid phase for very small anisotropy
in the vicinity of the spin-reorientation transition (SRT) from
OOP to in-plane (IP) magnetization [30,32]. The reason for the
existence of the spin helix/cycloid phase is that with decreasing
anisotropy the domain walls grow, whereas the stripe domain
width decreases, so that neighboring domain walls merge,
finally leading to a sinusoidal shape of the domains.
Recently, chiral Néel walls were found by direct imaging
of the domain walls in Fe/Ni/Cu(001) and Co/Pt(111) using
high-resolution magnetic microscopy [19,20,36]. Within these
works the strength of the DMI is quantified by direct measure-
ment of the domain wall profile. However, this requires a very
high spatial and, due to possible domain wall fluctuations,
also temporal resolution of the microscope. Here we present
an approach to determine the shape of the domain wall and
the strength of the DMI solely from the dependence of the
stripe domain width on the effective perpendicular anisotropy,
demanding thereby much lower spatial resolution than for
direct observation of single domain walls. The determination
of the shape of a domain wall (achiral Bloch, chiral Néel,
or canted transition state) and of the DMI strength is an
important step when characterizing heterostructures for future
applications in data storage since it is crucial for data retention
to have homochiral skyrmionic bubble domains stabilized by
a strong DMI.
II. DOMAIN SPACING MODEL
In the following calculation of the equilibrium domain
width of a stripe domain pattern, stripe domains are assumed
to be parallel to the y direction, and the z direction is the OOP
direction [see Fig. 1(a)]. As a first step, the domain wall energy
has to be derived. For this purpose a generalized collective
coordinate approach based on the well-known q- model
[21,37] is applied. The domain wall profile is described by the
angle θ (x) of the unit magnetization vector m with respect to
the z axis and the constant angle φ of the in-plane projection of
m with respect to the x axis. Since the thickness of the sample
is much lower than the exchange length, a homogeneous mz is
assumed.
The domain wall profile can be calculated analytically by
minimizing the domain wall energy functional comprising
exchange, anisotropy, and DMI energy and the OOP part of
the demagnetizing energy,
Ewall[θ (x),φ] =
∫
dx
[
A
(
∂θ
∂x
)2
+D ∂θ
∂x
cos(φ)
+K2,eff cos2(θ )
]
, (1)
with the integrated exchange constant A = ∑i Aiti using
the exchange constants Ai and thicknesses ti of the indi-
vidual ferromagnetic layers and the effective perpendicular
anisotropy per area K2,eff [21,34]. This leads to the well-
known solution mz = tanh(x/l), mx = cos(φ)/ cosh(x/l), and
my = sin(φ)/ cosh(x/l), where πl is the domain wall width
[21,34]. The magnetostatic energy of the domain wall is not
included in this calculation to retain an analytic solution.
According to micromagnetic simulations of Thiaville et al.
the domain wall profile including magnetostatics differs from
this approximation only at the boundaries of the domain wall,
where the in-plane unit magnetization is already below 10−3
[21]. However, although the deviation of the domain wall
profile is not strong, the contribution of the magnetostatic
energy to the total domain wall energy can be large and is
crucial to describe the transition from Bloch to Néel walls
with increasing DMI constant correctly.
Therefore the magnetostatic energy of the domain wall
is calculated using the approximated wall profile. The de-
magnetizing field inside the domain wall can be found by a
standard approach based on solving the Poisson equation for
the magnetostatic charges induced by the domain wall. This
procedure, described in detail in the Supplemental Material
[38], leads to the following solution for the magnetostatic
energy contribution per wall length:
Ems = 12 cos
2(φ) k
(
t
l
)
, (2)
where  = μ0M2S is the dipole interaction strength using the
saturation magnetic moment per area MS and k(t/ l) is a
two-dimensional integral depending on the ratio of sample
thickness t and domain wall parameter l, which can be
calculated numerically for any specific t/ l. However, for
Fe/Ni/Cu(001) the 2D limit t/ l → 0 can be applied, leading
to the known result of k = 2 ln(2)/π ≈ 0.44 [39] (see the
Supplemental Material [38]).
By inserting the magnetization profile in Eq. (1) and adding
the magnetostatic energy defined in Eq. (2) the domain wall
energy per wall length is found to be
Ewall = 2A
l
+ 2K2,eff l − π |D| cos(φ) + 12k cos
2(φ). (3)
By minimizing this energy with respect to l and φ the
equilibrium parameters for a single domain wall in infinite
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FIG. 1. Domain model applied to the stripe pattern of a Ni/Fe/Cu(001) sample. The coordinate system used for the derivation of the model
function and the definition of the domain width L and the domain wall parameter l is sketched in (a). (b) shows a series of TP-MCD-PEEM
images across the SRT of a (6–12 ML) Ni/(1.1 ML) Fe/Cu(001) wedge-shaped sample. Above the line scan zoomed images of the domain
structure are shown in order to visualize the small domains at the SRT. The domain width is plotted in (c) against the distance to the SRT
along the wedge-growth direction. Note that there is an angle of 26◦ between the line scan direction and the wedge-growth direction, leading
to a scaling factor of 0.9 between the distance to the SRT along the wedge and the distance to the SRT along the line scan. The domain width
first decreases exponentially, when approaching the SRT, as long as the sample is in the normal stripe phase. Within the spin cycloid phase
for K2,eff < 5 μJ/m2 the domain width converges to a minimum value of (660 ± 70) nm. A fit with the domain model function is in excellent
agreement with the data in the normal stripe phase.
space are obtained as l = √A/K2,eff and [21]
cos(φ) = πD
k
for π |D| < k,
φ = 0,π for π |D|  k.
Using this result, the equilibrium domain wall energy can
be written in a more compact way by introducing a domain
shape parameter  so that
Ewall,equ = 2A
l
+ 2K2,eff l − 12k, (4)
where  depends on the magnitude of the DMI constant D in
the following way:
 =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
0 D = 0 Bloch wall,(
πD
k
)2
π |D| < k Canted wall,
2
k
(
π |D| − 12k
)
π |D|  k N′eel wall.
(5)
Note that the domain walls are Bloch walls for  = 0, canted
walls for 0 <  < 1, and purely chiral Néel walls for   1.
Hence  determines the shape of the domain wall.
The total energy of the stripe pattern for zero external field is
given by adding Eq. (4) to the dipole energy of the stripe pattern
obtained from the work of Kashuba and Pokrovsky [29],
Etot = 2A
Ll
+ 2K2,eff l
L
− 1
2
k
L
− 
πL
ln
(
2L
πl
)
, (6)
where L is the stripe domain width as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
The equilibrium state of the domain pattern is determined
by minimizing Eq. (6) with respect to L and l [29,31,32],
resulting in
leq =
√
A
K2,eff +
2
16π2K22,eff
− 
4πK2,eff , (7)
Leq,0 = π2 leq exp
(
4πA
 leq
− πk
2

)
, (8)
where Leq,0 is the equilibrium domain width.
Note that the domain model is subject to some restrictions
originating from assumptions made during the calculation.
This model relies on a full OOP magnetization within the
stripe domains, which is no longer fulfilled in close vicinity to
the SRT, where the magnetization is canted with respect to the
sample normal [40]. When approaching the SRT the domain
width becomes comparable to the domain wall width, and the
tanh-like domain wall profile is replaced by a spin cycloid
structure [30,32]. The domain model is not valid in the spin
cycloid phase due to the different domain wall profiles and due
to the fact that the long-range part of the dipole energy of the
domain walls was neglected in the calculation of the dipole
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energy of the stripe pattern [29], whereas the short-range part
of the magnetostatic wall energy is fully included in the model.
Thus the domain model is valid only in the normal stripe phase.
In the following the domain model will be applied to
measurements of the domain width in the normal stripe phase
of several samples based on Ni/Fe/Cu(001). The application
of the model allows the determination of the domain shape
parameter  and the magnitude of the DMI constant |D| in
these samples.
III. APPLICATION OF THE DOMAIN
SPACING MODEL: METHOD
The samples are grown on a single-crystalline Cu(001)
substrate with a miscut angle less than 0.1◦. Before sample
growth the substrate is prepared by several cycles of sputtering
with argon ions of 0.8–1.2 keV energy and subsequent
annealing at 820 K for 30 min. All samples are grown at
room temperature by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at a base
pressure of 3×10−10 mbar using electron beam evaporators.
The pressure during growth does not exceed 8×10−10 mbar.
Layer-by-layer growth of the iron and nickel layers is moni-
tored by reflection high-energy electron diffraction oscillations
as well as measurement of the atomic flux so that an exact
determination of the thickness of each layer with an accuracy
of 0.1 monolayer (ML) is achieved. The thickness of the
platinum overlayer on some samples was measured using
a calibrated quartz microbalance. A movable shadow mask
allows the growth of wedge-shaped samples.
Subsequent to the growth, the sample is immediately
transferred into the PEEM chamber with a base pressure of
4×10−11 mbar without leaving the UHV environment. The
domain structure of the samples is investigated by TP-MCD-
PEEM, which is described in detail elsewhere [41]. A coil can
be used to apply small out-of-plane magnetic fields of up to
0.03 T to the sample and to compensate a small residual field
of 1×10−4 T inside the chamber.
For each sample a line scan is taken in the stripe domain
phase in zero magnetic field starting from large stripe domains
with a domain width of several micrometers and ending
in the in-plane phase, where either no contrast or very
large irregular in-plane domains are visible [see Fig. 1(b)].
The stripe domain width decreases with decreasing effective
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and reaches a minimum
at the SRT, where K2,eff = 0. The domain width is measured
along the line scan and plotted versus the distance to the SRT
[see the example in Fig. 1(c)]. Every data point in this graph
is obtained from a single image of the line scan by averaging
the domain width along several lines in the image while taking
equal numbers of black and white domains for each average.
The error bar is the standard deviation of the measured data
along all lines.
Since the wedge is grown by linear motion of the shadow
mask, the distance to the SRT along the wedge growth direction
is proportional to the change of the effective perpendicular
anisotropy per area as long as the thickness of the nickel
layer is smaller than 3.5 nm so that the strain due to
epitaxial growth causing the perpendicular anisotropy is not
significantly relaxed [42]. Note that the nickel thickness is
always larger than 3 ML, so that the surface or interface
parts of the anisotropy of the nickel layer are constant, and
only the volume contribution changes. Given thatK2,eff = 0 at
the SRT, the absolute effective perpendicular anisotropy along
the line scan can be calculated as K2,eff = K2,eff,ML s xSRT,
where K2,eff,ML is the volume part of the effective twofold
anisotropy per area of 1 ML of Ni, s is the slope of the wedge
in units of ML/m, and xSRT is the distance to the SRT along
the wedge-growth direction.
The effective twofold anisotropy per area of 1 ML of Ni
can be derived from the well-known volume anisotropy of
Ni on Cu(001), KV,Ni = 30 μeV/atom [43–45], and is given
by K2,eff,ML = (KV,Ni − 1/2μ0M2S) a/2 = 50.6 μJ/m2 ML
using a monolayer thickness of a/2 = 1.8 ˚A and the saturation
magnetic moment of nickel μNi = 0.57μB [30,31,44,46,47].
With the knowledge of the dependence of the domain width
on the effective perpendicular anisotropy the domain spacing
model described in Eq. (8) can be fitted to the measured
data. The fit function depends on three model parameters:
the integrated exchange constant A, the dipole interaction
strength , and the domain shape parameter , containing
the DMI constant. In order to obtain better fit results it is
useful to fix one of the parameters. The dipole interaction
strength  = μ0M2S is most suitable for this purpose since
it is the only quantity for which reliable literature values
exist. Note that the thickness of the nickel layer changes at
maximum by half a monolayer during all line scans shown
within this work, corresponding to a maximum change of 6%
of the dipole interaction strength  and a 3% change of the
exchange constant A, so that  and A can be assumed to be
constants in the fit model function. The saturation magnetic
moment per area can be determined from μNi = 0.57μB for
nickel [44,46,47] and from the bulk value μFe = 2.1μB for iron
using MS = (μNidNi + μFedFe)/a2p , with the in-plane lattice
constant ap = 2.55 ˚A of Cu due to pseudomorphic growth
and the thicknesses of the nickel and iron layers at the SRT
dNi and dFe in units of monolayers. The integrated exchange
constantA can be estimated asA = ANidNia/2 + AFedFea/2,
with ANi = 0.8×10−11 J/m [48] and the bulk value of AFe =
1.9×10−11 J/m for iron. Note that in the fits in the next section
the exchange constant A is a free parameter; the estimate
formula for A given here is used only for cross-checking the
fit results. For the calculation of the error bars in the next
section an error of 20% is assumed for , and an error of 10%
is assumed for the volume part of the anisotropy of nickel.
IV. APPLICATION OF THE DOMAIN
SPACING MODEL: RESULTS
A fit of the measured domain width with the domain model
function assuming a fixed value of  = 1.42 pJ/m is shown
in Fig. 1(c) for a Ni/Fe/Cu(001) sample with dNi = 9 ML and
dFe = 1.1 ML at the SRT. Note that the spin cycloid phase
has to be excluded from the fit according to the previous
discussion. The two phases can be distinguished easily by
a kink in the logarithmic plot shown in Fig. 2(a). The fit
represents the data very well in the normal stripe phase and
results in a 2D exchange constant of A = (90 ± 40) meV and
in a domain shape parameter  = 1.7 ± 0.8, indicating that
the domain walls are in a pure Néel wall state, as already found
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FIG. 2. Domain width versus effective anisotropy for various
sample configurations. The measured domain width deduced from
an analysis of images across the SRT is plotted logarithmically as
black dots, and the corresponding fit with the domain model function
is shown as a red line. (a) shows the domain width for the same line
scan as in Fig. 1. In the logarithmic plot the transition from the normal
stripe to the spin cycloid phase is clearly visible as a kink. Data within
the spin cycloid phase are excluded from each fit. In (b) (1–3 ML)
Fe/(6–12 ML) Ni/Cu(001) is investigated; (c) is a test of the domain
model with a symmetric stack of (4–14 ML) Ni/(1–3 ML) Fe/(9 ML)
Ni/Cu(001), and in (d) the effect of a platinum overlayer on the domain
structure is examined on (6–12 ML) Ni/(1 ML) Fe/Cu(001) with one
half covered by 0.4 nm of Pt. The black dots represent data on the
Pt-covered side, and the red squares represent the half without Pt.
by Chen et al. [19]. The DMI constant is calculated according
to Eq. (5), leading to |D| = (0.28 ± 0.14) pJ/m or, in atomic
form, |Dat| = (0.3 ± 0.14) meV/atom. This result is in rea-
sonable agreement with the estimate of 0.12–0.17 meV/atom
obtained by Chen et al. in a study of the domain walls
in Fe/Ni/Cu(001) [19]. The same procedure is applied to a
Fe/Ni/Cu(001) sample with dNi = 9 ML and dFe = 1.4 ML at
the SRT. Due to the different stack orders the sign of the
DMI constant is reversed compared to Ni/Fe/Cu(001), but the
magnitude should be the same. The measured domain width
versus effective perpendicular anisotropy and a fit assuming
a fixed  = 1.66 pJ/m are shown in Fig. 2(b). From the fit
A = (90 ± 40) meV and a DMI constant with the magnitude
|D| = (0.30 ± 0.12) pJ/m are obtained, which is again in good
agreement with the value for Ni/Fe/Cu(001).
In order to test the validity of the DMI constants obtained
from the fits, the model is also applied to a stripe-forming
system without DMI. A symmetric Ni/Fe/Ni/Cu(001) sample
should have a negligible DMI constant since the contributions
of FeNi and NiFe interfaces cancel each other. The domain
width of a (4–14 ML) Ni/(1–3 ML) Fe/(9 ML) Ni/Cu(001)
sample with a total nickel thickness dNi = 21 ML and dFe =
0.8 ML at the SRT is plotted in Fig. 2(c). A fit with the domain
model using a fixed  results in A = (190 ± 80) meV and
 = 0.1 ± 0.3, indicating that the domain walls are Bloch
walls and that the DMI constant is zero within the error bars.
This is clear proof that the domain model delivers reasonable
values for the DMI constants.
Next, the domain spacing model is subjected to a different
sanity check. By adding an overlayer of a heavy transition
metal with large spin-orbit coupling on top of Ni/Fe/Cu(001)
the strength of the DMI should be considerably enhanced.
A (6–12 ML) Ni/(1 ML) Fe/Cu(001) sample is prepared,
and half of the sample is covered with 0.4 nm of platinum.
The domain width on the pure Ni/Fe/Cu(001) sample is
shown as red squares, and that on the Pt-covered part is
shown as black dots in Fig. 2(d). Both data sets are fitted
with fixed , adding a proximity polarization of 0.2μB per
platinum atom at the interface [49] to the total magnetic
moment for the Pt-covered part of the sample. Without
the platinum |DNi| = (0.38 ± 0.14) pJ/m, whereas with the
platinum overlayer the DMI constant is strongly increased to
|DPt| = (0.6 ± 0.2) pJ/m. By adding a material with strong
spin-orbit coupling on top of Ni/Fe/Cu(001) it is hence, as
expected, possible to considerably enhance the strength of the
DMI.
V. PHASE DIAGRAMS
Following the previous discussion it is clear that the DMI in
Ni/Fe/Cu(001)-based systems is sufficiently strong to stabilize
a homochiral stripe domain phase at zero magnetic field.
In such systems homochiral, so-called skyrmionic bubble
domains are expected to exist in a certain range of externally
applied OOP magnetic fields [20,50,51]. In order to investigate
the bubble domain phase, phase diagrams of a Ni/Fe/Cu(001)
sample and a Pt-covered Ni/Fe/Cu(001) sample are presented
in this section. A similar phase diagram has already been
discussed in previous works by Saratz et al. [52,53] for
Fe/Cu(001), a system with no DMI. Here we report phase
diagrams of stripe-forming systems with significant DMI and
show that scaling laws obtained before [52,53] are still valid
and that a universal phase diagram of stripe-forming systems
can be obtained independent of the specific sample type.
The phase diagrams are obtained using the following
procedure: First, a line scan of the stripe domain pattern in
zero field is recorded, where zero field is defined by equal
width of up and down magnetized domains. Then the field
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FIG. 3. Phase diagrams of two samples based on Ni/Fe/Cu(001). (a) shows an OOP magnetic field versus perpendicular anisotropy phase
diagram of a (6.5–11.5 ML) Ni/(1.2 ML) Fe/Cu(001) sample with dNi = 10 ML at the SRT. (b) shows the same phase diagram for (0.4 nm)
Pt/(6–12 ML) Ni/(1.1 ML) Fe/Cu(001) with dNi = 9 ML at the SRT. In each of the phase diagrams several phases consisting of different
magnetic textures appear. The stripe domain phase (s), a mixed phase of stripes and bubble domains (s+b), the bubble domain phase (b), and
the uniform state (u) at large magnetic fields are indicated. Around zero perpendicular anisotropy in-plane domains or mixtures of in-plane
domains and stripes (i) can appear. At negative perpendicular anisotropy no visible domain contrast (nc) is obtained. Parts of the phase diagram
cannot be resolved due to the lack of resolution of the PEEM in a large OOP magnetic field (nr). Images 1 to 6 show the stripe-to-bubble
transition of the domain pattern with increasing magnetic field, and images (i) to (iii) show the transition from bubbles to stripes for decreasing
anisotropy. In (c) a combined, universal phase diagram of both samples is plotted versus the stripe domain width at zero field L0 with the
magnetic field axis scaled by a factor of L0MS . Open symbols correspond to the Pt-covered sample, and closed symbols correspond to the
Ni/Fe/Cu(001) sample. The dotted line inside the bubble domain phase separates closely packed bubble domains [comparable to image 4 or
(i)] at lower magnetic field from low-density bubble domains at higher field.
is increased in a small step. After keeping a waiting time of
several minutes in order to allow equilibration of the domain
pattern the next line scan is acquired. The last two steps
are repeated until saturation of the sample is observed. The
distance to the SRT of each individual image in the line scans
is converted to the effective perpendicular anisotropy K2,eff as
described in Sec. III and plotted versus the OOP magnetic field
in Fig. 3(a) for the Ni/Fe/Cu(001) sample and in Fig. 3(b) for
the Pt/Ni/Fe/Cu(001) sample. The state of the domain pattern
at each point is given by its color. Furthermore, approximated
phase boundaries are plotted as guides to the eye in each phase
diagram.
Depending on the effective perpendicular anisotropy two
regions can be distinguished in both phase diagrams. In the
first region in the vicinity of the SRT, where the domain
width in zero magnetic field is smaller than 1 μm, bubble
domains are observed. Starting from the stripe phase (labeled
s) at zero field, the stripe domains begin to break apart
at a certain field, leading to a mixed phase of stripes and
bubble domains (s+b) until at higher magnetic fields a pure
bubble domain state (b) can be reached. Further increasing the
magnetic field leads to bubble domains with low density at the
edge of the bubble domain phase and, finally, to a uniform
state (u) as the bubble domains vanish. This transition is
visualized by images 1 to 6 at the bottom of Fig. 3. In the
second region for domain width larger than 1 μm no bubble
domains are observed when increasing the magnetic field, but
a metastable stripe state persists up to the saturation of the
sample. Fission of stripe domains with a large domain width
requires overcoming a large energy barrier, so that the stripe
domains cannot split in an experimentally accessible time scale
[52,53]. Around zero perpendicular anisotropy we observe
in-plane domains or mixtures of in-plane domains and stripes
in a small region near the SRT labeled (i). For larger negative
perpendicular anisotropy a uniformly in-plane magnetized
state with no contrast is obtained (nc). The saturation field
for the Ni/Fe/Cu(001) sample is around 2.1 mT, whereas the
platinum-covered sample is still not saturated at 2.5 mT. Note
that applying magnetic fields of this magnitude in a PEEM
leads to considerable distortions of the image, so that we
are neither able to resolve the small bubble domains in the
Pt-covered sample for larger magnetic fields (nr) nor able to
measure the saturation field of the Pt-covered sample. The
minimum size of the stripe domains at the SRT is 460 ± 25 nm
for the Ni/Fe/Cu(001) sample with a minimum bubble domain
diameter of 430 ± 50 nm and 220 ± 20 nm for the Pt-covered
sample with a minimum resolvable bubble domain diameter
of 260 ± 30 nm.
If the domain pattern is investigated with respect to the
effective anisotropy in a constant, sufficiently large OOP
magnetic field, first, a transition from the saturated state at
large anisotropy to the bubble domain phase is observed.
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With decreasing anisotropy the bubble domains merge, and
finally, a stripe domain phase is formed. This transition is
visualized in images (i) to (iii) at the bottom of Fig. 3. Note that
decreasing the effective anisotropy is equivalent to heating the
sample [54], so that in this case the same sequence of pattern
transformations is observed.
The phase diagrams of stripe-forming systems with
perpendicular anisotropy show some general scaling laws,
which can already partly be derived from the domain spacing
model (see the Supplemental Material [38]). The critical field
Hc, above which the ground state of the sample is uniform, is
proportional to
Hc ∝ MS
L0
, (9)
where L0 is the measured domain width in zero applied field
(see the Supplemental Material) [29,35,38]. Even though this
result was derived for a stripe domain pattern and not for
bubble domains, the proportionality of the saturation field to
MS
L0
is also applicable for bubble domains, as shown by Saratz
et al. using numerical calculations [52]. Furthermore, it was
shown that the stripe-to-bubble transition should take place at
Hb = 0.4Hc at any anisotropy [52].
These scaling laws are tested in Fig. 3(c), where a scaled
phase diagram comprising both samples is plotted. On the
x axis the domain width at zero field L0 is shown, and on
the y axis a dimensionless scaled magnetic field according to
H = L0MS Hz is shown. It can be immediately obtained from
the graph that the scaled stripe-to-bubble transition field and
the scaled saturation field of both samples are independent
of the zero-field domain width and independent of the sample
type. Hence the scaling laws proposing a proportionality of the
saturation field Hsat and the stripe-to-bubble transition field Hb
to MS/L0 obtained from the domain model and the work of
Saratz et al. [52,53] are valid for both samples independent
of the DMI strength as long as the domain wall energy stays
positive. Hence DMI affects only the domain width at zero
field and, after proper scaling, not the behavior in a magnetic
field. The unscaled saturation field Hsat of course increases
strongly proportionally to 1/L0 with increasing DMI constant.
From the graph the saturation field Hsat = 0.8 ± 0.1 and
the stripe-to-bubble transition field Hb = 0.29 ± 0.03 can be
estimated. Note that the saturation field is not equal to the
critical field Hc = 4exp(2) determined for bubble domains in
thermal equilibrium by Saratz et al. [52,53] since metastable
bubble domains with low density are observed above the
dotted line in Fig. 3(c), which might be caused by pinning
at structural features of the substrate [53]. A better estimate
for the critical field from the graph in Fig. 3(c) is the
position of the dotted transition line from closely packed
to low-density bubble domains at Hcb,ldb ≈ 0.7 ± 0.1, above
which the bubble domains are not the ground state anymore and
start to decay. The ratio of the stripe-to-bubble transition field
to the saturation field is 0.36 ± 0.08, which is in reasonable
agreement with the theoretical expectation value of 0.41.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion a domain spacing model for the normal stripe
domain phase was developed for ultrathin perpendicularly
magnetized ferromagnetic films based on the q- domain
wall model including DMI and in-plane magnetostatic energy
of the domain walls. By minimizing the total energy of the
stripe domain pattern a model function for the domain width
dependent on the magnetic properties of the sample was
obtained. The model was successfully applied to several sam-
ple structures based on Ni/Fe/Cu(001) by fitting the domain
width plotted versus the effective perpendicular anisotropy.
By using this method the shape of the domain walls and
the magnitude of the DMI constant could be determined for
several samples based on Ni/Fe/Cu(001). For Ni/Fe/Cu(001)
and Fe/Ni/Cu(001) the fit revealed chiral Néel walls and a DMI
constant of 0.3 meV/atom. As a proof of concept the model
was applied to a symmetric Ni/Fe/Ni stack delivering zero
DMI and Bloch walls, and for a Pt-covered Ni/Fe/Cu(001)
sample a strongly enhanced DMI constant was found, as
expected. Our model can therefore be used to characterize
perpendicularly magnetized material systems regarding DMI
strength and other material parameters. The model is valid for
any strength of DMI, including weak DMI in the transition
region between Bloch and Néel walls and large DMI, as
long as the domain wall energy stays positive. Furthermore,
phase diagrams for two different samples were obtained in
magnetic-field-anisotropy space. By rescaling the magnetic
field it was possible to combine the two phase diagrams into
a universal phase diagram for a perpendicularly magnetized
stripe-forming system.
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